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RECENT MIRROR MACHINE RESULTS AND THEIR 
IMPLICATIONS FOR MIRROR SYSTEMS* 

R. F. Post 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California USA 

Abstract 
Improved confinement recently achieved in the Livermore 2X1 IB experi

ment is interpreted in terms of warm plasma stabilization of the drift-cone 
mode. The same theoretical model explains present and earlier mirror obser
vations and also predicts improved prospects for achieving classical plasma 
loss rates in mirror fusion reactors. 

The Mirror Fusion Reactor 
The goal of the Livermore magnetic confinement program is to prepare 

the way for the development of mirror fusion reactors. Over the years 
during which mirror physics and technology has been studied we have devel
oped concepts for mirror fusion reactors, as driver systems, i.e. ones in 
which the plasma temperature and density is maintained by external sources, 
power for which is provided by recirculating a portion of the energy gener
ated in the reactor. 

An example case of the "classic" DT mirror reactor is illustrated in 
block diagram form in Fig. (1). The system operates steady-state, at high 
ion temperatures (> 100 keV). Plasma temperature and density are maintained 
by teutral beam injection. Fusion energy is generated at a rate Q times the 
injection power rate, Q being dependent on mirror ratio and ion temperature. 
The neutron energy is further multiplied, by a factor m, by n,2n and capture 
reactions in the blanket surrounding the plasma chamber, Kinetic energy 
carried by charged particles, both charged reaction products and plasma ions 
and electrons, is recovered by a direct converter. High temperature heat 
derived both from the blanket and from thermal losses in the direct converter 
is converted to electricity in a steam plant. A portion of the power is re
circulated to drive the injectors. We believe that the implied technological 
goals can be met and that our recent progress toward the scientific goal of 
stable confinement gives us renewed optimism concerning mirror reactors. 
*Work performed ur.der the auspices of U.S.E.R.O.A. 
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Implications of the Hew Results 
Results obtained with the 2X1IB mirror machine at Livermore are 

described in the accompanying paper.'"' Here we mention only key points: 
• Demonstration of means for the suppression of high frequency in
stabilities in hot mirror confined plasmas with an accompanying 
marked reduction in anomalous losses. 

• Experimental evidence, spanning- the range from about 2 to 10 keV 
ion temperature, that upon stabilization nx increases with energy; 
T itself increased by an order of magnitude (> 5 ms). 

• Demonstration of a freely decaying stabilized hot plasma, exhibiting 
a binary decay law, i.e. 1/n proportional to t. 

Being preliminary, the results are not conclusive. In particular we 
cannot claim that loss rates agree with the Fokker-Planck classical result. 
However, taken together with our proposed theoretical explanation one pre
dicts that the reactor regime, involving higher temperatures, higher magnetic 
fields, and larger plasma sizes should be a more favorable one for achieving 
classical confinement than the present experimental situation. 

Theoretical Interpretation 
The new data are too limited to permit an unambiguous interpretation. 

We here advance a tentative explanation, representing an extension of earlier 
results,(2) results previously cited to explain stabilization effects observed 
in PR-6.(3) 

The starting point is the long-predicted existence of the so-called 
drift cyclotron loss cone mode'1'' (abbreviated; the drift-cone mode). In 
theory this mode is stable when the mean density gradient, aj/R p, is suffi
ciently small. However a-j/Rp in present machines, cuch as 2XIIB and PR-7, 
is considerably too large for stability, even according to criteria which 
include the stabilizing influence of finite beta.( 5' Fig. (2) illustrates 
the circumstance, theory vs 2XIIB parameters. Because its growth rate is 
of order i^i the drift-cone mode would be expected to cause rapid plasma 
loss, of order the ion bounce time. The question has been how to explain 
the apparent absence of this supposedly virulent mode, especially in those 
cases where near-classical confinement seems to have been observed. (6) 
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We believe a coherent explanation for both the quiescent and non-
quiescent cases can be found through an extension of an old concept, warm 
plasma stabilization.") The idea is simple: introducing a small percent
age of lower energy ions exerts a large effect on loss cone instabilities, 
whose properties depend sensitively on this region of velocity space. 

The most pronounced effect that warm plasma has on the drift-cone 
mode is to force it toward shorter azimuthal wavelengths (large kj a,-), 
inhibiting growth rates and reducing particle losses. Depending on mirror 
ratio and beta (high values of both of which are stabilizing) a few percent 
of warm plasma can suppress the drift-cone mode. These effects are illus
trated in Fig. (3), which shows theoretically predicted?8' increases in 
kj a-j and reductions in growth rates caused by introducing warm plasma into 
2XIIB. In these calculations additional stabilizing effects, such as wave 
dispersion, were omitted, thus underestimating the stabilization. Another 
result: the addition of enough warm plasma to stabilize the drift-cone mode 
should at the same ti.Tie suppress other loss cone modes, such as the Rosenbluth-
Post high frequency convective mode' ' and negative-energy waves,' ' thereby 
apparently explaining the high degree of plasma quiescence observed in 2XIIB 
when stabilized by streaming plasma. 

In corroboration of the above picture, warm plasma stabilization has 
been proposed' 1 1' also to explain the relatively low rates of enhanced trans
port observed in <!XII and 2KIIE, even when no external source of warm 
plasma is present. Quasi-linear arguments, resembling those advanced by 
Galeev,'- ' show that the transport in velocity-space caused by the instabil
ity itself should generate a warm plasma component directly from the main 
plasma, in turn strongly limiting fluctuation amplitudes to a level comparable 
to T e, and thus limit the anomalous losses. 

In summary, warm plasma stabilization appears to offer an explanation 
both for the marked suppression of losses observed in 2XIIB using a source 
of streaming plasma, and for the "anomalously stable" behavior of previous 
mirror experiments. Note also that warm plasma stabilization would be even 
more effective in reactor-size plasmas, the implication being that less would 
be required to achieve stability, with the expectation therefore that the 
confinement would approach that calculated for classical confinement. 
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IV. Summary of Results and Future Directions 
Results from past experiments and from 2XIIB imply the following about 

mirror confinement at high plasma temperatures and densities: 
• Magnetic well mirror fields suppress hydromagnetic instability up to 
high values of beta. Experimental values of order 0.5 agree with 
theoretical predictions.'^) The same theory, extended to include 
neutral beam injection, predicts hydromagnetically stable plasmas 
at beta values of order 0.9.' 1 4' 

• In most past mirror experiments there have been anomalous losses 
associated with high frequency instabilities. We believe that the 
dominant mode at high densities is the drift-cone.'^' 

• In the presence of a low density externally generated source of 
streaming plasma high frequency activity is strongly suppressed, 
and the confinement time rises with increasing ion energy, although 
absolute loss rates may exceed classical in the present circumstances. 

Future Directions 
Assuming that some form of warm plasma stabilization permits near-

classical confinement at reactor densities and temperatures, what are the 
possibilities for mirror fusion reactors? 

Note that plasma stabilization by low density warm plasma represents 
one end of a continuum of systems the other end of which is the "two-component 
mirror reactor" approach.''"' On the basis of our present theoretical under
standing we would expect this entire continuum to be free from high frequency 
instability modes, such as the drift cone mode, given adequate control over 
the plasma parameters. 

We can correspondingly rfefine a spectrum of possible mirror reactor 
systems and thereby define the physics and technology issues. We have already 
discussed the classic mirror reactor, but this case does not exhaust the pos
sibilities, although beyond this example matters become increasingly speculative: 

• A fusion-fission mirror system. With increased blanket energy multi
plication comes lowered demands on confinement and system efficiencies, 
but also disadvantages. 

• Two-component mirror reactors. These offer the possibility of increased 
Q, are expected to be free from high frequency instabilities, and re
quire shorter confinement times for the ions (milliseconds). There are 
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however unresolved questions associated wi th sheath energy transport 
and pract ica l problems of high power density and large length. 

- Variations on the mirror theme, including mul t ip le mirror systems 
and mirror- torus hybrids. These might possess considerable advan
tages, but are as yet in an ear l i e r stage o f th ink ing. 

As a c lass, the advantages of mirror systems as reactors are: 
- Steady-state capab i l i t y , high power densi ty , and smaller s ize. 
• Relative i nsens i t i v i t y to impurit ies 
• Adaptabi l i ty to high e f f ic iency d i rect conversion 
• Well defined technological problems, possibly simpler than those fo r 

other systems 

We intend to vigorously pursue the po ten t i a l i t i es f o r mirror systems as 
looking toward modifications of our present experiments (2XIIB and Baseball I I ) 
as well as toward a scaied-up mirror experiment capable of achieving reactor 
temperatures (100 keV) and densi t ies. 
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• Net electric power = 250 MW 
System efficiency = 0.32 

FIG. 1 - MIRROR REACTOR POWER FLOW DIAGRAM 
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FIG. 2 - DRIFT-CONE STABILITY DIAGRAM FIG. 3 - DRIFT-CONE WR AND <UJ 2XIIB PARAMETERS 
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